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Abstract—Message-based Networks-on-a-Chip (NoC) provide significant advantages with respect to temporal predictability, fault isolation and energy efficiency. However, the AUTOSAR standard for multi-core operating systems focuses only on multi-core platforms with shared memories. To obtain the benefits of message-based interactions, this paper maps an AUTOSAR system to a multi-core platform with a time-triggered NoC. Cores serve as virtual Electronic Control Units (ECUs), each containing a lightweight AUTOSAR operating system and a Run-Time Environment (RTE). Virtual ECUs provide meaningful units of abstraction and ensure freedom of inference from other cores. Computationally expensive functionality of the basic software is delegated to system cores, which serve as hardware accelerators for the application cores.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the development of embedded systems, such as those in the automotive industry, suitable programming models are needed that support a high degree of concurrency and sensitivity to the needs of embedded systems in terms of reliability, real-time capability, resource efficiency and support for heterogeneous computing cores. Today the paradigm of shared memory is predominant in multi-core architectures. However, a shared memory typically leads to temporal unpredictability, since the access of the cores is not planned and simultaneous memory accesses are resolved dynamically. In addition, memory hierarchies and cache coherence protocols contribute significantly to the temporal unpredictability [1]. In contrast, a message-based on-chip network has significant advantages [2] [3] for embedded real-time systems such as improved fault isolation, real-time support and energy efficiency. As explained in [4] a message-based NoC is superior to a shared memory in case of a high computation/communication ratio, which is typical of automotive electronics. Compared with shared-memory architectures, message-based NoCs eliminate the overhead and the hardware complexity of a protocol for cache coherency [5], offer a better temporal predictability, support the seamless integration of autonomous cores and exhibit higher reliability and energy efficiency.

Due to the increasing importance of Multi-Processors System-on-a-Chip (MPSoC), the automobile industry introduced support for multi-core processors [6] in the last version of the AUTOSAR standard (Version 4). An AUTOSAR multi-core operating system is introduced for managing an MPSoC with multiple cores, which are used for parallel execution of software components (SWC) that interact through a shared memory. However, the multi-core version of AUTOSAR lacks support for message-based MPSoC architectures, therefore the mentioned advantages of message-based NoCs over shared memory cannot be exploited. In particular, temporal predictability has been identified as a weak point in AUTOSAR [7].

In previous work MPSoC platforms based on time-triggered NoCs [8] were introduced that support stringent fault isolation and temporal predictability. A major scientific challenge is the instantiation of the AUTOSAR architecture on such an MPSoC platform. A requirement is the mapping of the Virtual Function Bus (VFB) to an NoC.

Interfaces that can also be bypassed for performance reasons within the AUTOSAR BSW and the possibility of direct access through cross-layer shortcuts represent a risk to the realization of the AUTOSAR Basic Software (BSW) functions on different cores. The limited local memory resources within the cores are another technical risk. Finally, the complete compatibility with existing interfaces and specifications (e.g. AUTOSAR RTE, AUTOSAR OS) is a challenge of central importance.

This paper presents the extension of time-triggered message-based on-chip architectures towards an AUTOSAR platform with support for reliability and real-time requirements. Autonomous application cores serve as virtual Electronic Control Units (ECUs). The interaction occurs only using messages on the VFB, which are mapped to the time-triggered NoC. Each virtual ECU is a unit of abstraction, where the timely provision of message-based services can be analyzed and understood independently from the other virtual ECUs. Each virtual ECU has its own basic software and there are no hidden interactions between the BSW of different virtual ECUs. Specific system cores serve as hardware accelerators (e.g., off-chip networks, I/O gateway, etc). Appropriate system models are defined for extending the AUTOSAR BSW towards a hierarchical platform comprising:

- Communication between SWCs on the same application core [3].
- Message-based on-chip communication. Enabling communication between application cores on the same MPSoC [2].
- Message-based off-chip communication. Enabling inter-communication between different MPSoCs.

This proposed AUTOSAR time-triggered multi-core platform offers significant advantages in comparison with the existing AUTOSAR multi-core operating system version.

- Better reliability. The Time-Triggered Network-on-a-Chip (TTNoC) and the autonomous virtual ECUs provide fault isolation in the time and value domains. Fault isolation is a weak point in the AUTOSAR multicore operating system [9].
- High performance with low overhead. The parallel execution of SWCs on multiple cores, system cores with
hardware support for gateways, I/O and memory bus and simplified BSW increase the performance and reduce the resource requirements in the AUTOSAR layer model.

- **Temporal predictability.** The TTNoC and the decoupling of the cores lead to deterministic temporal behavior and suitability for real-time applications.
- **Smooth integration.** Autonomous virtual ECUs (application cores) lead to clear responsibility and support for seamless integration of independently developed SWCs.
- **Seamless communication with SWCs on other ECUs.** Gateway system cores support seamless communication between the chip-level and distributed systems, especially with the support of time-triggered off-chip networks such as FlexRay [10].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work in the area of MPSoC. In Section III we present the multicore background on AUTOSAR. The model of the proposed AUTOSAR MPSoC platform is presented in Section IV. The paper finishes with a discussion and future work in Section V.

## II. RELATED WORK

Over the years, the construction of embedded systems in different application domains has resulted in developed domain-specific system architectures. For example, Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR) [11], which is the predominant standard in the automotive domain, Integrated Modular Avionic (IMA) [12] for the aerospace domain and Network on Terminal Architecture (NoTa) in the mobile domain [13].

Furthermore, different MPSoC architectures have been developed for specific application domains (e.g. CellBE [14], AEthereal [15], Sonics [16], CoMPSoC [17], Nostrum [18], and Spidergon [19]). All of them implement a shared memory approach via transaction-based master/salve protocol for the communication between cores.

Within the European embedded systems initiative ARTEMIS [20] common challenges were identified on specific-domain architectures. For example, Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR) [11], which is the predominant standard in the automotive domain, Integrated Modular Avionic (IMA) [12] for the aerospace domain and Network on Terminal Architecture (NoTa) in the mobile domain [13].

The European research project GENESYS [8] developed a MPSoC reference architecture blueprint that can be universally implemented on different application domains such as automotive, avionic, industrial control, mobile and consumer electronic systems. The European ARTEMIS ACROSS [21] project developed a MPSoC architecture which was specifically designed for high safety-critical embedded system applications. These architectures implement a TTNoC for the communication between cores. Additionally, the benefit of the implementation of such an MPSoC architecture specifically on the automotive domain is addressed in the state-of-the-art [4].

## III. BACKGROUND ON AUTOSAR

AUTOSAR [11] is an open standard architecture for the automotive domain that supports the integration of multiple application subsystems in a distributed hardware platform with the potential to reduce the number of ECUs, to reduce wiring and to introduce enhancements in the scalability, flexibility and reliability. AUTOSAR supports the reuse of SWCs and provides technology-independent platform services for several automotive platforms to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and suppliers.

Version 4 of the AUTOSAR standard specifies an AUTOSAR multicore operating system [6], and supports multi-core processors with shared memory. The AUTOSAR cores share the same configuration and code, while different data is processed. A distinction is made between a master core and slave cores (see Figure 1).

The complete AUTOSAR BSW is provided only on the master core, while the slave cores have a subset of the AUTOSAR BSW to support SWCs and complex device drivers. The communication between the operating system applications (Inter-OS Application Communication (IOC)) is used for the communication between cores. This type of communication is implemented by shared memory [6] and is used by the AUTOSAR RTE for the communication between SWCs on different cores. The sender/receiver communication is the only communication type supported, while the client/server communication is not provided. Also, "1:N" communication is not directly supported but implemented with multiple interactions. For synchronization between cores busy-waiting with spinlocks is used. Configuration tools need to check offline that no deadlocks occur when using the spinlocks.

The AUTOSAR multicore operating system lacks support for message-based MPSoC architectures, whereby the advantages of this architecture model for temporal predictability, fault isolation, low overhead, energy efficiency and scalability for AUTOSAR-based systems can’t be realized. Furthermore, the AUTOSAR multicore operating system gives a limited autonomy to the cores, which are managed by a common operating system. Dependencies between cores, for example, by the possibility of activating tasks, task chaining or setting alarms/events on other cores, can lead to error propagation between cores in case of permanent and transient hardware errors (e.g. soft errors) and design errors. These dependencies require the analysis of the temporal behavior of each core under the influence of the other cores on the MPSoC. The starting and stopping of individual cores is not supported, and only the complete MPSoC can be put into "sleep mode". Finally, the master core represents a single point of failure and
IV. MESSAGE-BASED TIME-TRIGGERED MULTI-CORE PLATFORM FOR AUTOSAR

The mapping of the AUTOSAR architecture to a time-triggered multi-core platform is depicted in Figure 2. Two types of cores are distinguished: application cores and system cores. The time-triggered NoC is used for the communication between application cores and system cores.

A. Application Cores / Virtual ECUs

Application cores implement the required automotive functionality by hosting one or more AUTOSAR SWCs. The application cores represent virtual ECUs in the MPSoC platform.

Each application core is provided with middleware implementing the AUTOSAR RTE. The purpose of the RTE as defined by AUTOSAR is to provide an interface to the SWCs that makes them independent from the underlying platform and from the mapping to a specific ECU hardware [22]. SWCs can access via the RTE the following AUTOSAR services [23]: memory services (nvram manager), system services, communication services (e.g., CAN, LIN, FlexRay), input/output hardware, and complex drivers.

In the proposed AUTOSAR MPSoC, the RTE in the application cores offers access to system services (i.e., AUTOSAR OS) and communication services. The communication services are mapped to the NoC transparently to the application software. This provided version of the AUTOSAR RTE serves as the only interface for the interaction between SWCs on different application cores. The application cores require only a reduced realization of the AUTOSAR BSW, wherein BSW modules for memory services, I/O hardware abstraction and complex drivers are replaced by stubs to dedicated system cores. The motivation behind this approach are the improved performance and lower overhead for AUTOSAR in the virtual ECUs since the system cores act as hardware accelerators.

Furthermore, BSW modules in the “ECU Communication Abstraction Layer” are added for supporting access to the TTNoC (see Figure 3). In contrast, BSW communication modules for network off-chip accesses are also allocated to dedicated system cores.

The VFB defined by the AUTOSAR standard is available for the AUTOSAR SWCs through a hierarchical platform. The communication hierarchy is performed as follows:

- Inner-core communication: Message passing between SWCs on the same core is performed via the BSW within the virtual ECU.
- Communication with SWCs on different application cores on the same MPSoC: For this purpose, the AUTOSAR COM is extended to route messages through the NoC.
- Inter-communication between SWCs on different MPSoCs: For this purpose a message is sent to the off-chip gateway, which is a system core.

The advantages of this approach are the reduced requirements on OS functionality within a single application core as well as the inherent encapsulation of the virtual ECUs using the TTNoC.

B. System Cores

The system cores are deployed to implement parts of the AUTOSAR basic software. System cores implement particular AUTOSAR functions such as gateways or input/output functions. The system cores perform visualization of specific resources, e.g., ensure absence of interference on I/O or NVRAM. The access to the system cores is mapped to message-based on-chip communication. At the system cores a modified implementation of the system services layer is required to process those requests from the BSW on the application cores, integrating an interface module to interact with the deterministic on-chip network. For all lower layers of the AUTOSAR Layered Software Architecture, the specified AUTOSAR interfaces stay equal.

The introduction of these system cores in the multi-core AUTOSAR platform is expected to radically simplify the AUTOSAR BSW in the virtual ECUs. The advantage of these dedicated system cores are simpler application cores, since they are tailored to the needs of the actual application only, and the potential of reuse for such system cores in different designs.

Identified system cores are described as follows.

- Off-chip network gateway core. This gateway core supports the data exchange between the TTNoC and the off-chip automotive networks. The gateway core has, in addition to the communication hardware abstraction for the TTNoC, also software modules and interfaces for accessing off-chip networks such as FlexRay, LIN or CAN. Thus, the communication between the SWCs in different MPSoCs is possible. Figure 2 depicts the realization of the off-chip gateway functionality in distinct system cores for each communication protocol instead of a communication middleware in each application core.
- Input/output core. AUTOSAR adopts a layer model to provide a uniform access to input/output devices, where at the microcontroller abstraction level, basic drivers for analog and digital input/output (e.g., pulse width modulation, capturing of input signals and analog to digital conversion) are provided. An input/output core provides hardware support for the realization of the input/output hardware abstraction services.
- Memory access core. The NVRAM management functionality is delegated to a dedicated system core. This system core is connected to a chip-external memory component (e.g., flash memory) on the ECU. The memory access core implements the functionality of the memory hardware abstraction of the ECU abstraction layer. It provides an abstraction from the type and location of the specific memory. A flash or EEPROM memory is accessible via the same interface.
- Complex drivers core. AUTOSAR defines the purpose of complex drivers as an interface for complex sensors or actuators, which have stringent requirements on timing and are implemented for specific designs. A complex driver (e.g., for a fast ADC) implemented as a system core highly increases the efficiency of the specific driver functionality.
C. Time-Triggered Network-on-a-Chip

The TTNoC provides configurable topologies with a global time base for the temporal coordination of the message transmissions between the cores. The TTNoC contains several time-triggered channels and network interfaces, one for each application core. For the execution of the TTNoC, the configuration parameters of the required topology have to be defined at design time. This priori knowledge is used later to setup the TTNoC and define its time-triggered channels, network interfaces and the time-triggered schedule as will be described later.

The TTNoC consists of multiple time-triggered channels to transfer the messages based on their predefined source-based routes. Time-triggered channels allocate the resources for the transmitted messages to guarantee temporal and spatial partitioning. Partitioning is done through the use of the a priori knowledge of the permitted communication behavior.

In the TTNoC, the a priori knowledge defines also the communication schedule of the messages on the top of the TTNoC. It is the responsibility of the network interfaces to transmit the messages using the correct time-triggered channel according to the communication schedule. The schedule also defines the source application core and its output port towards the corresponding channel that leads to the destination application cores.

Network interfaces have a well-defined temporal behavior and offer a standard interface to the application cores with incoming and outgoing message ports. They process incoming messages from the TTNoC and autonomously send messages at the scheduled points in time to the TTNoC.

Application cores have pre-assigned time slots based on a global time base to send their time-triggered messages. Time-triggered messages have the following configuration information: \{period, phase, sender node ID, and receiver nodes IDs\}. These configuration parameters represent the a priori knowledge that the network interface exploits to isolate faulty applications and to prevent interference between the application cores. Application cores provide data for time-triggered messages, but they do not influence the scheduled transmission times.

V. DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION

The presented AUTOSAR multi-core platform offers important benefits over the multi-core version provided by the AUTOSAR standard, which can be identified as follows.

- **Autonomous application cores in the role of virtual ECUs.** Each application core uses a local AUTOSAR operating system, which is solely responsible for the management of the resources of the application core. The elimination of hidden dependencies between cores avoids error propagation and facilitates the integration of independently developed and validated cores. Therefore, the AUTOSAR BSW on the application cores is adapted to support the communication through the TTNoC.

- **Interaction between cores using a TTNoC.** The paradigm of time-triggered control leads to significant advantages (e.g. temporal predictability, fault isolation, higher reliability) [2], [3]. These advantages are also achieved by time-triggered off-chip communication systems in the
automotive domain such as FlexRay [10]. The TTNoc of the proposed AUTOSAR MPSoC platform realizes these benefits at the chip level and provides high temporal predictability, inherent fault isolation and a global time base. Thus, an interface module for the TTNoc is defined for connecting higher layers of the AUTOSAR BSW (e.g. PDU router) with the TTNoc.

- **AUTOSAR-specific system cores.** The AUTOSAR MPSoC platform delegates costly functions of the AUTOSAR BSW to system cores to improve the performance of the execution environment by acceleration through dedicated hardware and reduction of the operating system overhead on the application cores. Specialized system cores such as gateway cores, input/output cores and memory cores are defined.

- **Simplified AUTOSAR BSW.** A reduced AUTOSAR BSW is used on the application cores that uses the functions of the system cores. In contrast, the AUTOSAR multi-core operating system leads to higher complexity of the AUTOSAR BSW, since more cores are managed and additional synchronization and communication mechanisms are implemented via shared memory.

- **Efficient implementation of drivers:** For I/O hardware, sensors, actuators and in particular for realizing complex drivers an efficient implementation with system cores is possible. For instance, for dedicated peripherals that have stringent time constraints a hardware acceleration of a device driver is possible. The choice whether a driver would be accelerated in hardware is transparent to the RTE and the AUTOSAR applications.

**A. Future Work**

Future work will continue to focus on the experimental evaluation of the proposed AUTOSAR MPSoC platform. A simulation environment for the AUTOSAR time-triggered MPSoC platform will serve as a starting point for the evaluation of the advantages described in section I in comparison with the existing AUTOSAR OS.

Based on a realistic test application, the performance, real-time capability and the reliability of the AUTOSAR MPSoC platform will be examined. It is planned to analyze the bandwidth, the delay time and the temporal variation ("jitter") of the communication between the SWCs. The examination will take place both between cores on the same MPSoC, and cores on different MPSoCs using the off-chip network gateway core. In order to demonstrate the higher reliability, fault injection experiments will be undertaken to verify the fault isolation in design or hardware failures of individual cores.
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